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Abstract 

Shuubiya discourse was a reaction against the superiority and 

governing to Iranians life and chastity which had continued about from 

the first A.H. century to the sixth and seventh A.H. century. This article 

analyzes the shuubiya movement in Shahnameh based on the discourse 

analysis pattern of Laclau and Mouffe. Quality and argument of 

Iranians fighting become clear in the procedure of arising the Shuubiya, 

specially in the Ferdowsi’s era. With quarrel of Shuuvbiya discourse 

and non- Iranian government, Shuubiya discourse in the Ferdowsi’s 

narrative redefined and articulated with symbols of justice, 

libertarianism, rationalism and nationalism, around the meaning core of 

“rebirth the Iranian government”. Political domain and doctrinal system 

of Ghaznavians  , introduce the Caliphate of Baghdad as the non- 

discourses and apposes the rival’s discourse by standing out the identity 

concepts and marginalizing the doctrinal and economical rigidity. 

Shuubiya discourse reproduces the Iranian government theory of “Ideal 

King” for proving the “ Freedom” from doctrinal domain of Baghdad 

Caliphate system and non- Iranian political government. Political 
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causality of apposing with aliens and stranger government, is 

ascertained with liberal subject of “Universal Hero” (Rostam) and for 

proving this type of discourse aim and dream fights with enemies and 

aliens and never accept the captivity and disgrace in front of non- 

discourses.  

 

1.Introduction 

Shuubiya had too much effect on political and social condition in 

Abbasid’s era. It is Shuubiya who provide the base of establishment of 

Iranian independent government like Saffarians, Samanians, 

Deylamians, Ziyarians and … .the Shuubiya movement is a response 

from Iran society to every existing crisis in the political, social and 

economical structures. With regard to forming the Shuubiya movement, 

Iranian intelligentsia and poets showed reaction against the supremacy 

of non- Iranian government, too and tried to rebirth the Iranian identity. 

Abolghasem Ferdowsi is among these poets who present some opinions 

based on Shuubiya thoughts and aims for egress from  undesirable 

condition of his time. These opinions can be considered according to  

discourse reading of Laclau and Mouffe. Analysis of these opinions can 

make clear the aspects of one of the biggest and most important 

historical events in contrast with non- Iranian domain in Ferdowsi’s era.   

 

2.Research method, literature review, research aim 

This research with analytic- descriptive method and considering the 

intra- textual cases, aims that with stating the components of “discourse 

analysis” based on Laclau and Mouffe pattern, consider the Shuubiya 

discourse in the narration of Ferdowsi’s Shahnemeh. The aim of this 
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research is to reveal the quality of Ferdowsi’s reaction in alignment with 

Shuubiya discourse and also explanation of articulation of “Shuubiy 

narrative in Shahnameh based on the pattern of Laclau and mouffe”. On 

the other hand, this research with employment of discourse theory of 

Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, analyzes the Iranians thinking 

aspects and their political- cultural fighting in Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh 

and makes clear the poet Ferdowsi’s political- social services and his 

position and thinking effect on the history of Persian literature. Many 

researches have been done about the Ferdowsi’s thoughts and analysis 

the poems of literal outstanding poets based on the discourse of Ernesto 

Laclau and Chantal Mouffe and each one of these researches present 

only one aspect of Ferdowsi’s political- social opinions and Shuubiya 

discourse by using the discourse analysis pattern of Laclau and Mouffe 

in the other poet’s worksbut this article by explanation the Ferdowsi’s 

thoughts based on discourse analysis pattern has a new approach toward 

the national and universal opinions of this Iranian poet.  

 

3. Discussion and Investigation 

From the view point of Laclau and Mouffe, every phenomenon for 

being meaningful must turn in to a discourse, and behaviors, speeches 

and phenomenon become meaningful and comprehensive, when they 

are placed in a framework of a particular discourse. According to 

whatever gained from the Shahnameh narrative, based on its Shuubiya 

discourse pattern, the “Iranian’s government again” is presented as the 

central symbol and some elements like: justice, human respect, 

rationalism and libertarianism assemble together around this central 

symbol and as a new identity articulated in contrast with domain of non- 
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Iranian elements. On the other hand in this research some components 

like: rebirth the Iranian government as the core of discourse, circuital 

points in the structure of Ferdowsi’s Shuubiya which includes some 

cases like: nationalism, rationalism, libertarianism and justice are 

presented as the signs of Shuubiya. And also other components such as 

discourse quarrel, function of political subject of Universal Hero are the 

other signs of Shuubiya discourse in the Shahnameh nareative, based 

on Laclau’s and Mouffe’s view point. 

 

4.Results 

Results of this research reveals that Shuubiya discourse quarrels and 

non- Iranian government and Suubiya discourse in Ferdowsi’s narrative 

are redefined and articulated around the meaning core of “rebirth the 

Iranian government” by symbols of justice, liberty, rationalism and 

nationalism. Also this research shows that Ghaznavian political 

domination and doctrinal system of Baghdad Caliphate is as the “non- 

discourses” that, by standing out of identity concepts and marginalizing 

doctrinal and economical rigidities apposes the rivals discourse. 

Additionally, results show that Shuubiya discourse reproduces the 

theory of Iranian government “Ideal King”, for proving the “Freedom” 

from doctrinal domain of Baghdad Caliphate system and also non- 

Iranian political government. Political causality of apposing with aliens 

and stranger government, is ascertained with the liberal subject of 

Universal Hero (Rostam) that for proving of this discourse aim and 

dream, fights with enemies and aliens and never accept the captivity 

and disgrace in front of non- discourses.  
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